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Were parties separeted to different sides of the courtroom as they entered?

Were all the names on the docket called before individual cases were brought to the bench?

Did the Judge explain the court process to the parties, either verbally or through a handout, before the hearing?

Did you see advocates speaking to Petitioners prior to court starting or their cases being heard?

Were advocates accessible throughout the court proceedings?

Were no service/no return cases either handled first (County) or handled on the side by the clerks (city)?

Did it appear that cases with one party were called up to the bench before cases with two parties?

Did the Judge call the Respondent's name before proceeding as a default?

Was there a Bailiff in the courtroom at all times?

Yes/No Questions for Courtroom Protocol

Y N

10%

26%

58%

6%

How closely was the Bailiff  monitoring the 
courtroom (from scale of  1-4)?

1 2 3 4 99
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Petitioner Represented by Attorney

Respondant Represented by Attorney

Petitioner -Interpreter provided if needed

Respondant - Interpreter provided if needed

Was a GAL, volunteer lawyer or mediator involved in some way to address custody?

Was BIP or Substance Abuse treatment discussed?

Judge treat Petitioner with respect?

Did it appear that the Petitioner was given a chance to provide testimony and be heard?

Judge treat Respondant with respect?

Did it appear that the Respondent was given a chance to provide testimony and be heard?

Was a full order granted?

Insuficient Evidence? Or n/a

Did the Judge explain the ruling and elements of the order in plain language to the Petitioner and/or
Respondent?

Was there a discussion about firearms or firearm retrieval?

Were consequences of breaking the Order explained to the Respondent?

Was precaution taken to ensure the seperation of this Petitioner and Respondent before the hearing?

Did the Bailiff stand near the parties DURING testimony (City) or were the parties seated at the tables
(County)

Precaution taken to ensure separation of the parties AFTER testimpny as they waited for paperwork?

Was the Respondent held in the courtroom to allow the Petitioner time to safely leave the courtroom?

Full Hearing Questions

YES NO NA UNKNOWN
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13%

85%

Overall, was the Bailiff  attentive during this 
hearing?

1 2 3 4
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Petitioner Represented by Attorney

Respondant Represented by Attorney

Petitioner -Interpreter provided if needed

Respondant - Interpreter provided if needed

Was a GAL, volunteer lawyer or mediator involved in some way to address custody?

Was BIP or Substance Abuse treatment discussed?

Judge treat Petitioner with respect?

Did it appear that the Petitioner was given a chance to provide testimony and be heard?

Judge treat Respondant with respect?

Did it appear that the Respondent was given a chance to provide testimony and be heard?

Was a full order granted?

Insuficient Evidence? Or n/a

Did the Judge explain the ruling and elements of the order in plain language to the Petitioner
and/or Respondent?

Was there a discussion about firearms or firearm retrieval?

Were consequences of breaking the Order explained to the Respondent?

Default Cases Data

YES NO N/A UNKNOWN C IA


